5. HOW TO ENTER: Students from grades 9-12 as of 11/30/06 may enter the contest by submitting an original photo collage. A photo collage is defined as: a) a series of photographs repeatedly representing a Hispanic Heritage “events,” b) collages can be completed by students or a class teacher. Collage entries must be at least 8” x 10” (minimum). The collage must be original and cannot be reproduced. Entries may be made individually or by a group or class. Entries must be submitted by the student to a class teacher. This contest is open to grades 9-12. Students must enter only one collage. Each collage will be judged based on the following criteria: Effectiveness in conveying the Hispanic Heritage theme (1/3); Creativity (1/3); Execution and thích hợpness of image size (1/3). Entries must be postmarked by 11/7/2006. CDs or DVDs submitted on behalf of class may enter as often as they wish, but each entry must be a different collage. Student/faculty names and media credits are required. All entries are in the public domain. The winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. Each winning entry will receive a prize for the entering student, a prize for the entering teacher, and a prize for the corresponding school. Grand Prize: Student of Class $2,000 (prize awarded to the school; in the event of a tie, the entry with the highest total score will be awarded the prize). 8. PRIZES/WINNERS: One (1) Grand Prize winners from three (3) Final Prize winners and four (4) Second Prize winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. A student or class receives a prize, a prize for their corresponding teacher, and a prize for correspondingly school. Grand Prize: Student Class $2,000 (prize awarded in the form of a check, to the student 1/3, 11775-7976. Students/teachers on behalf of class may enter as often as they wish, but each entry must be a different collage. Student/faculty names and credits are required. All entries are in the public domain. The winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. Each winning entry will receive a prize for the entering student, a prize for the entering teacher, and a prize for the corresponding school. Grand Prize: Student Class $2,000 (prize awarded to the school; in the event of a tie, the entry with the highest total score will be awarded the prize). 8. PRIZES/WINNERS: One (1) Grand Prize winners from three (3) Final Prize winners and four (4) Second Prize winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. A student or class receives a prize, a prize for their corresponding teacher, and a prize for correspondingly school. Grand Prize: Student Class $2,000 (prize awarded to the school; in the event of a tie, the entry with the highest total score will be awarded the prize). 8. PRIZES/WINNERS: One (1) Grand Prize winners from three (3) Final Prize winners and four (4) Second Prize winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. A student or class receives a prize, a prize for their corresponding teacher, and a prize for correspondingly school. Grand Prize: Student Class $2,000 (prize awarded to the school; in the event of a tie, the entry with the highest total score will be awarded the prize). 8. PRIZES/WINNERS: One (1) Grand Prize winners from three (3) Final Prize winners and four (4) Second Prize winners will be determined from among all eligible entries received. A student or class receives a prize, a prize for their corresponding teacher, and a prize for correspondingly school. Grand Prize: Student Class $2,000 (prize awarded to the school; in the event of a tie, the entry with the highest total score will be awarded the prize).